MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY ROHTAK

DEPARTMENT OF VISUAL ARTS

WALK IN INTERVIEW

Notification for Project Fellow in UGC- Major Research Project

Application are invited from the eligible candidates for one (01) post of “Project Fellow” for a major research project (MRP) to work in the Department under the Principal Investigator Dr. Bhoop Singh Gulia. The University Grant Commission sanctioned a MRP titled “The Study of the Inter-relationship of Arts with Traditional Building of Haryana.”

The post is purely temporary for a period of one year.

Eligibility: Project fellow must have second class Master Degree with a maximum of 55% marks (50% in case of SC/ ST/ PH) candidates having interest and knowledge in the subject of building heritage its art and culture/ Master Degree in Conservation, Preservation and Heritage management or Fine Arts with knowledge of traditional building of India and its art & culture. Project fellow should be below the age of 40 years at the time of appointment. The fellowship will be given to selected candidate @ of Rs. 14000/- PM (Consolidated)/

Interested candidates may come on Walk- in- Interview with all relevant document of your degree and experience in the field, on 27-09-2013 at 11:00 AM in the office of undersigned. Interested candidates can email their bio-data to the Principal Investigator at bhup_gulia@yahoo.co.in.

No TA/DA will be given for attending interview and no separate interview letter will be issued.

Kindly put it on University Website

Dr. Bhoop Singh Gulia

Principal Investigator